
Presentations general relativity FYTN08, spring 2019

Version updated up to May 3, 2019
Everyone has their first or second choice compatible with the choice of dates as well.

Note that there might still be changes in the times and people added but topic and date
will not be changed.

The presentations take place in the usual lecture room and the format is rather free:
blackboard, computer,..... I will have my laptop with me and the projector is in the room.
If you use powerpoint, making a pdf file and putting it on a stick is the better option.
For those of you using a Mac or a newer flat notebook remember to bring the adapter to
connect it to a VGA or HDMI standard size input on the projector. The pdf file on the

homepage has working (at least when I handed out the list) links for (almost all of ) the
references and there is also a page with hints and tips about presenting.

You have to attend the day in which your presentation is and are recommended to come
to the other days too. Questions are allowed so times might be a bit variable. Note the
starting times are not always the usual 10.15.

Tuesday 7 May in Andromeda

09.55 Ludvig, Siwe Q
10.10 Ian, Marley I
10.25 Julian, Boy G
10.40 Rafael Antonio, Lopez H
11.15 Mårten, Bertenstam P
11.30 Eric, Andersson O
11.45 Linn, Eriksson O

Wednesday 8 May in Andromeda

09.55 Daniel, Krogmann J
10.10 Emil, Boman Q
10.25 Eivind Hilmen, Jørstad P
10.40 David, Fernandez Aguilera K
11.15 Patricia, Gutierrez F

11.30 Leo, Östman F
11.45 Andre, Nuesslein R

Thursday 9 May in Andromeda

09.55 Hilmi, Kycyku L

10.10 Jim, Öhman Q
10.25 Magnus, Brander Q
10.40 Simon, Wozny R
11.15 John, Ringdahl O
11.30 Robin, Emanuelsson Variational
11.45 Stéphan, Pissot F

Note: consecutive ones with the same topic are a coordinated presentation

http://home.thep.lu.se/~bijnens/fytn08/presentationstopics.pdf
http://home.thep.lu.se/~bijnens/fytn08/presentations.html

